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1. Introduction
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has defined requirements that reflect its vision
for establishing and operating a courtroom with digital information retrieval, utilization, and
display capabilities. The NRC will use its new courtroom while litigating the largest adjudicatory
proceeding ever held in the United States. At the end of the congressionally mandated three-year
period for this adjudicatory proceeding, the NRC will have decided whether to approve a
Department of Energy license application for  constructing a high-level radioactive waste
repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. While intended to support the High Level Waste (HLW)
hearings, the intent is that the resources developed for the Digital Data Management System
(DDMS) will be available for all other ASLBP proceedings.

These circumstances give rise to the Commission’s need for a DDMS equipped courtroom
whose technology is simple to operate, reliable and fast. The remainder of this document
describes the required interfaces between the DDMS and the NRC HLW environment.

1.1 Background
The NRC has a requirement for establishing and operating a courtroom with digital information
retrieval, utilization, and display capabilities in conjunction with anticipated licensing
proceedings for a HLW repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.  These capabilities also are
expected to be available for use in other licensing proceedings conducted by the Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board Panel (ASLBP) in the NRC’s Rockville, Maryland facility.  Additionally, it
is envisioned that portable and remote capabilities will be used to support local hearings
conducted across the United States.

The ASLBP is responsible for conducting the adjudicator’s proceedings regarding the
Department of Energy’s (DOE) application for construction authorization for a HLW repository
at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.  The current estimated date for beginning evidentiary hearings is
May 2005. The scope and nature of this proceeding dictate the essential need for efficient capture
and management of the enormous volume of multimedia data that must be processed and
displayed in a very short time frame for this hearing.  The enormity of the HLW repository
licensing hearing is evidenced by the number of documents that the Office of the Secretary
(SECY) estimates will be part of the hearing docket at the completion of the proceeding.  The
SECY estimate of 50,000 documents is 300 times the volume associated with a typical ASLBP
hearing and 24 times the volume of the largest hearing currently being conducted.  In the current
environment, ASLBP hearings are conducted using paper-based information and limited
audio/visual (A/V) capabilities.  This current approach clearly cannot support a hearing of the
magnitude of the HLW repository licensing proceeding and cannot meet Commission rules
established for the proceeding including the provision for online access to the SECY-maintained
electronic docket during the hearing.  [Reference: 10 C.F.R. 2.1013(d)]

The NRC has conducted a comprehensive analysis to examine alternative solutions, including
the utility of its existing Agency-wide Document Access and Management System (ADAMS)
(see http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html), for establishing an “electronic
courtroom”/hearing room Digital Data Management System (DDMS) to fulfill this mission need.
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As part of this analysis, NRC has developed a vision of DDMS that will be used in the Rockville
hearing room and in a hearing room that will be established in the Las Vegas, Nevada area to
conduct the majority of the proceeding.  The system will enable the creation and use of an
integrated, comprehensive digital record for the HLW repository licensing proceeding.  Using
information that is pre-filed electronically by hearing, DDMS will record, store, and display the
text and image of documents and other digital data presented in the hearing and permit access
and retrieval of the entire documentary and video record of the proceeding in an electronic
format.  The system will allow counsel for the parties to bring prepared materials to the
evidentiary hearing electronically and have it integrated and accessible concurrently with the
record being presented in the hearing room.  The record will be continually accessible (except for
scheduled downtime and maintenance) by the presiding officer and the parties in the litigation.
The DDMS will support hearing activities and information management during the pre-hearing,
hearing, and post-hearing phases.

NRC has identified an aggressive schedule for providing this courtroom data and document
management capability, from initial planning and coordination activities through delivery and
maintenance of an operational system.  This project is intended to deliver the required range of
services in a four-phase project, with each phase separately authorized and funded.  The first
three phases of work will be completed under this contract.  The fourth phase, implementation of
the Las Vegas capability, will be implemented at a later date.

1.2 Objectives
The major objective of the DDMS is to help the NRC meet the congressionally-mandated 3 year
time requirement for the HLW repository licensing proceeding and to meet the regulatory
requirement that there be online access to the HLW repository hearing docket during the hearing.
Properly structured, the DDMS will support other ASLBP hearings as well.  The DDMS is
intended to achieve time and resource savings by improving the efficiency of conducting this
high profile HLW repository licensing hearing with the anticipated large volume of electronic
discovery and evidentiary information and is essential to the ASLBP in preparing timely
decisions throughout the proceeding.  It will also support the Office of General Counsel (OGC)
and the Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) staff and other parties in
preparing for evidentiary proceedings and may be useful to Commissioners’ staff in performing
appellate review/oversight activities.

The objective of this document is to clearly define the interfaces that DDMS must support with
the HLW-EHD and ADAMS in order to meet the overall project objectives described above.
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2 Interface Definition

2.1 General Interface Description
To meet the objectives, the DDMS must interface with the Electronic Hearing Docket (HLW-
EHD) system, the repository that is the official docket of the proceedings. DDMS must maintain
current copies of all components of the official record to support the hearing process. In addition,
DDMS will provide the NRC hearing information based on each day’s proceedings. Therefore,
DDMS must interface with the Document Processing Center (DPC), the official front-end
processing organization that enters new documents into ADAMS.

2.1.1 Overview
Figure 1 illustrates the basic content flow between ADAMS, DPC, HLW-EHD and DDMS.
The appropriate documents to be included in the official record (PDF w/Hidden Text) are
extracted by HLW-EHD and then published to HLW-EHD as web accessible. On a periodic
basis, HLW-EHD will extract the files and index information and write them to a Windows 2000
folder structure on the DDMS Database Server’s shared storage array. DDMS will extract the
documents from these directories, incorporating them into the DDMS document and index
repository for use during the hearings. At an NRC-specified time interval, DDMS will extract
new documents and/or modified document metadata and place them in a specific Windows 2000
folder structure, accessible by ADAMS/DPC personnel for processing.

Figure 1 – HLW Proceedings Data Flow

The DDMS Production Design Document will address the procedures for how the DDMS will
conduct validation on, and perform error checking of, all extracted new and/or modified
document metadata.

New Documents from HLW-EHD
 via Mapped Network Drive

DPC

New Documents Pulled
By DPC via Mapped Network Drive

New Documents Pulled
By DPC via Mapped Network Drive

HLW-
EHD New Documents from HLW-EHD

Rockville Las Vegas
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2.1.2 Physical Interfaces
The DDMS Web Portal Server will physically connect to a local LAN segment through the use
of an RJ-45 CAT 5 Ethernet connector. This local Ethernet LAN segment will then be connected
to a filtering Router/Firewall that also interfaces with the NRC LAN.

2.1.3 Logical Interface
The logical interface between DDMS and HLW-EHD will be accomplished through the use of
the TCP/IP Protocol. Using this protocol, the Router/Firewall will be configured to allow only a
specific list of users’ IP packets to pass through from the HLW-EHD side into the DDMS
segment. Similarly, only a specific list of DDMS users’ IP packets will be allowed to pass
through the router and onto the NRC LAN. These packets will be restricted to a predefined set of
IP addresses. Any traffic bound for IP nodes not on this list will be blocked.

The only interfaces included in the DDMS systems are the following;

• Interface with HLW-EHD (Documents coming from EHD)
• Interface with ADAMS/DPC (Documents originating in DDMS)
• Metadata Updated Only (Batch updates of ADAMS Metadata)

The interface specifications for these interfaces are detailed in the following sections.

2.2 Interface with HLW-EHD (Documents coming from EHD)
The interface between DDMS and HLW-EHD will be implemented using a file-move
mechanism that copies files extracted from HLW-EHD into DDMS for use during the hearings.
HLW-EHD, through a programmed procedure, will extract all documents since the last
extraction and place them in a Windows 2000 share on the Rockville Database Server’s shared
storage array.

The DDMS document taxonomy (file folder structure), depicted in Figure 2 on the following
page, will be utilized by the Plumtree crawler to build metadata indexes. These indexes will be
used to query and retrieve DDMS documents/Pre-Filed exhibits.

This taxonomy will contain a folder for each hearing board, and subsequent folders for
transcripts, exhibits, motions and pleadings, protective order documents, and ASLBP orders
relating to their respective boards.

2.2.1 Folder Location:
The taxonomy will be accessed from a Windows 2000 file share.  The file share will be named
HLW_EHD_New_Content and will reside on the Rockville DDMS Database Server.  Access
privileges will be given to the HLW-EHD export program; the DDMS import program, and the
DDMS systems administrator.
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2.2.2 Subfolder Architecture
The DDMS taxonomy will consist of the following subfolders located under the
HLW_EHD_New_Content file share.

D D M S

T ra n s c r ip ts _ B o a rd _ 1

B o a rd  _ 2 _ H L W

E x h ib its _ B o a rd _ 1

B o a rd _ 1 _ H L W

H L W

M o tio n s _ P le a d in g s _ B o a rd _ 1

P ro te c tiv e _ O rd e r_ F ile _ B o a rd _ 1

B o a rd  _ 3 _ H L W

A S L B P _ O rd e rs _ B o a rd _ 1

A S L B P _ O rd e rs _ H L W

T ra n s c r ip ts _ B o a rd _ 2

E x h ib its _ B o a rd _ 2

M o tio n s _ P le a d in g s _ B o a rd _ 2

P ro te c tiv e _ O rd e r_ F ile _ B o a rd _ 2

A S L B P _ O rd e rs _ B o a rd _ 2

T ra n s c r ip ts _ B o a rd _ 3

E x h ib its _ B o a rd _ 3

M o tio n s _ P le a d in g s _ B o a rd _ 3

P ro te c tiv e _ O rd e r_ F ile _ B o a rd _ 3

A S L B P _ O rd e rs _ B o a rd _ 3

Figure 2- DDMS New Content Folder Structure
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2.2.3 Subfolder contents—file types

Under each subfolder, HLW-EHD will store three file types:
o PDF document (hidden text and image)
o TIFF Image (TIFF images are not full-text indexed)
o Index/Metadata. This file will be in XML format with one field per XML tag that

includes data representing all index information kept in HLW-EHD about the subject
document (See Appendix A for sample format). The file will contain the HLW-EHD
fields indicated in Table 1 below (See Appendix B for an alphabetical listing of fields).

1.DDMS Item ID 22. Official Record
2. Proceeding Number 23. Physical File Location
3. RAS Number 24. Title
4. ASLBP Number 25. Attachment
5. LSN Number 26. Issues
6. Transcript Page Range 27. Witnesses
7. Transcript 28. Party Identifier
8. Exhibit (Party Exhibit Number) 29. Cross Reference
9. Official Exhibit Number 30. Panel (Judges) – (Hidden in EHD Only)
10. Exhibit Accepted Locator 31. TIFF Item ID – (Hidden in DDMS)
11. Exhibit Identified Locator 32. URL – (Hidden in DDMS)
12. Exhibit Rejected Locator 33. Document Type
13. Exhibit Stricken Locator 34. Date Docketed
14. Exhibit Withdrawn Locator 35. Date to be Released
15. Addressee Affiliation 36. Docket Number
16. Addressee Name 37. Document Date
17. Availability 38. ADAMS Accession Number
18. Case Reference Number 39. Author Affiliation
19. Document Sensitivity 40. Author Name
20. Document Status 41. Estimated Page Count
21. Package Number 42. License Number

Table 1

2.2.4 File Naming Conventions
To implement an automated import/export subsystem, all files must adhere to a strict naming
standard. The following naming convention will be implemented:

• PDF files will be named as follows: ADAMS_ACCESSION_NUMBER.pdf
• TIFF files will be named as follows: ADAMS_ACCESSION_NUMBER.tif
• Metadata files will be named as follows: ADAMS_ACCESSION_NUMBER.xml

2.2.5 Transfer Process
The HLW-EHD extraction program will be executed daily at pre-defined intervals. During
execution, all documents newly present since the last execution will be identified using the
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unique HLW-EHD ADAMS_Accession_Number field. The program will then extract or export
each of these identified files, along with their respective metadata, from their respective folders
within FileNet’s Panagon system, and place them into the comparably named file folders in the
the HLW_EHD_New_Content file share.  The HLW_EHD_New_Content will exist on the
Rockville database server.   DDMS will push HLW document from Rockville to Las Vegas.

DDMS will crawl the folder structure in the HLW_EHD_New_Content file share and index all
new documents and apply any new metadata or metadata changed as presented in the XML files.

2.3 Interface with ADAMS (Documents originating in DDMS)
The interface between DDMS and ADAMS will be implemented using a file copy mechanism
controlled by a DDMS program that places files extracted from DDMS into a specific folder
structure. This program will extract all files entered during the HLW hearings following the
previous HLW-EHD download. It will place the extracted files in the directory \HLW\ADHOC
in the   HLW_DDMS_Updated_Content Windows 2000 share on the database server.  The
HLW_DDMS_Updated_Content will exist on the Rockville database server and the Las Vegas
database server

2.3.1 Folder Location:
The taxonomy will be accessed from a Windows 2000 file share.  The file share will be named
HLW_DDMS_Updated_Content and will reside on the DDMS database server at both the
Rockville and Las Vegas locations.  Access privileges will be assigned to the DDMS export
program, ADAMS, and the DDMS systems administrator.
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2.3.2 Subfolder Architecture
The following subfolders will exist under the top-level HLW_DDMS_Updated_Content folder.

Figure 3 – DDMS Updated Content Folder Structure

D D M S

T ra n s c r ip ts _ B o a rd _ 1

B o a rd _ 2 _ H L W

E x h ib its _ B o a rd _ 1

B o a rd _ 1 _ H L W

H L W

M o tio n s _ P le a d in g s _ B o a rd _ 1

P ro te c tiv e _ O rd e r_ F ile _ B o a rd _ 1

B o a rd _ 3 _ H L W

A S L B P _ O rd e rs _ B o a rd _ 1

A S L B P _ O rd e rs _ H L W

T ra n s c r ip ts _ B o a rd _ 2

E x h ib its _ B o a rd _ 2

M o tio n s _ P le a d in g s _ B o a rd _ 2

P ro te c tiv e _ O rd e r_ F ile _ B o a rd _ 2

A S L B P _ O rd e rs _ B o a rd _ 2

T ra n s c r ip ts _ B o a rd _ 3

E x h ib its _ B o a rd _ 3

M o tio n s _ P le a d in g s _ B o a rd _ 3

P ro te c tiv e _ O rd e r_ F ile _ B o a rd _ 3

A S L B P _ O rd e rs _ B o a rd _ 3
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2.3.3 Subfolder contents—file types
Under each subfolder, DDMS will store two file types for each document that has been
introduced or modified during the most recent session(s) of the HLW Licensing Hearings.

o PDF document file (hidden text and image or image only)
o TIFF Image (TIFF images are not full-text indexed)
o Index/Metadata. This file will be an ASCII text file that contains values on the fields

contained in Table 2.

1. DDMS Item ID 7. Withdrawn 13. Author name 19. Case reference number
2. Title 8. Rejected 14. Document date received 20. Addressee name
3. Exhibit Number 9. Stricken 15. Addressee affiliation 21. Document type
4. File Name 10. Party Identifier 16. Document sensitivity 22. Estimated page count
5. Identified 11. Document date 17. Docket number 23. Availability
6. Accepted 12. Author affiliation 18. License number

Table 2

The ASCII text file will be in the following format;

DDMS Item ID =
Title =
Exhibit Number =
File Name =
Identified =
Accepted =
Withdrawn =
Rejected =
Stricken =
Party Identifier =
Document date =
Author affiliation =
Author name =
Document date received =
Addressee affiliation =
Document sensitivity =
Docket number =
License number =
Case reference number =
Addressee name =
Document type =
Estimated page count =
Availability =
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2.3.4 File Naming Conventions
PDF files will be named as follows: DDMS_ITEM_ID.pdf
TIFF files will be named as follows: DDMS_ITEM_ID.tif
Metadata files will be named as follows: DDMS_ITEM_ID.txt

2.3.5 Transfer Process
The DDMS extraction script/program will be executed daily at predefined times. During its
execution, it will identify all newly presented or modified documents and files introduced into
the DDMS since its last execution. The script/program will then extract or export each of these
identified files from its respective file folders within DDMS and place them into the share on the
DDMS database server named HLW_DDMS_Updated_Content in the sub-directory
\HLW\ADHOC.  The DPC staff will retrieve the .pdf version of the document from this
directory along with a text file containing the entered DDMS metadata.  Both the .pdf and the .txt
file will have the DDMS_Item_ID as the filename and each will be processed as a pair.

2.4 Metadata Updates Only (Batch update of ADAMS Metadata)
For existing DDMS documents for which the metadata has been updated (e.g. an exhibit has
been accepted and thus receives an official exhibit number) metadata only updates will be
provided to the ADAMS team.  All metadata updates will be placed into an ASCII text file and
will be processed by ADAMS personnel.  This ASCII text file will contain the information
required by ADAMS to successfully update five metadata fields relating to each document as
indicated in  Table 3.

1. DDMS Item ID 4. Witnesses
2. Official Exhibit Number 5. Party Identifier
3. Issues

Table 3

The ASCII file will be located in the \HLW\ADHOC directory located in the
HLW_DDMS_Updated_Content Windows 2000 share on the Database servers at the Rockville
and Las Vegas locations. The format of the ACSII text file containing the metadata update record
will be as follows:

Ml_adams^hqntad01
ADAMS_ACCESSION_NUMBER | DDMS Item ID | New Value
| Official Exhibit Number | New Value
| Issues | New Value
| Witnesses | New Value
| Party Identifier | New Value

The file will contain all fields as shown above for each record updated by DDMS since the last
batch file creation.  In the case of the Witness field, multiple witness will be separated by
character.
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Each record is terminated with a carriage return and line feed.  The file name for each update file
will be mmddyyyyhhmm.txt where mm= Month, dd = Day,  yyyy = Four digit year, hh= hour, and
mm = minutes.

The HLW_DDMS_Updated_Content Windows 2000 share will contain the directory
\HLW\ADHOC\LOG and will contain the process log files generated by the ADAMS staff.
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Appendix A—Sample XML File
  <?xml version="1.0" ?>
- <Headers>

- <Header>
  <AccessionNumber>CW0000001</AccessionNumber>
  <DocumentDate>2/5/03 11:38:02 AM</DocumentDate>
  <EstimatedPageCount>1</EstimatedPageCount>
  <QARecInd />
- <Title>

- <![CDATA[
Test document with all properties filled in.
  ]]> 

  </Title>
- <Comment>

- <![CDATA[
Test Document
  ]]> 

  </Comment>
- <Authors>

- <Author Org="No Known Affiliation">
- <![CDATA[
Scanlan K
  ]]> 

  </Author>
  </Authors>
- <Addressees>

- <Addressee Org="NRC/SECY">
- <![CDATA[
Scanlan K
  ]]> 

  </Addressee>
  </Addressees>
- <DocumentTypes>

- <DocumentType>
- <![CDATA[
Memoranda
  ]]> 

  </DocumentType>
  </DocumentTypes>
  <Availability>Publicly Available</Availability>
  <DocketNumber>WM-00011</DocketNumber>
  <LicenseNumber>12345</LicenseNumber>
  <CaseReferenceNumber>64FR8640 00321</CaseReferenceNumber>
  <DocumentReportNumber>12345</DocumentReportNumber>
  <Keyword>TEST</Keyword>
  <PackageNumber>12345</PackageNumber>
  <DocumentDateReceived>2/5/03 11:45:04 AM</DocumentDateReceived>
  <DateDocketed>2/5/03 11:45:08 AM</DateDocketed>
  <RelatedDate>2/6/03 11:45:12 AM</RelatedDate>
  <VitalRecordsCategory>No</VitalRecordsCategory>
  <DocumentStatus>Test</DocumentStatus>
  <MediaType>Electronic</MediaType>
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  <PhysicalFileLocation>ADAMS</PhysicalFileLocation>
  <MicroformAddresses />
  <FACADocument>No</FACADocument>
  <DateToBeReleased />
  <DistributionListCodes>DS10</DistributionListCodes>
  <ContactPerson>Byrdsong A T</ContactPerson>
  <TextSourceFlag>OCRed from scanned image - no corrections made</TextSourceFlag>
  <OfficialRecord>Yes</OfficialRecord>
  <DocumentSensitivity>Non-Sensitive</DocumentSensitivity>
  <Replicated>No</Replicated>
  <ForeMostClassification />
  <ForeMostDocumentNumber>12345</ForeMostDocumentNumber>
  <ForeMostClassificationSet />
  <DDMSItemNumber />
  <ProceedingNumber>12345</ProceedingNumber>
  <RASNumber>12345</RASNumber>
  <ASLBPNumber>12345</ASLBPNumber>
  <LSNNumber>12345</LSNNumber>
  <TranscriptPageRange>1</TranscriptPageRange>
  <Transcripts>12345</Transcripts>
  <Exhibits>12345</Exhibits>
  <OfficialExhibitNumber>12345</OfficialExhibitNumber>
  <ExhibitAcceptedLocator>12345</ExhibitAcceptedLocator>
  <ExhibitIdentifiedLocator>12345</ExhibitIdentifiedLocator>
  <ExhibitRejectedLocator>12345</ExhibitRejectedLocator>
  <ExhibitStrikenLocator />
  <ExhibitWithdrawnLocator>12345</ExhibitWithdrawnLocator>
  <Attachment>12345</Attachment>
  <Issues>12345</Issues>
  <Witnesses>Woods</Witnesses>
  <PartyIdentifier>Canada</PartyIdentifier>
  <CrossReference>US</CrossReference>
  <PanelJudges>R Bean</PanelJudges>
- <Versions>

  <Version>1</Version>
  </Versions>
- <URLs>

  <URL Type="T" Page="0">/2003/Q1/003670001.ocr</URL>
  <URL Type="T" Page="0">/2003/Q1/003670001.tif</URL>

  </URLs>
  </Header>

  </Headers>
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Appendix B-- ICD Metadata Fields
(in Alphabetical Order.)
ADAMS Accession Number
Addressee Affiliation
Addressee Name
ASLBP Number
Attachment
Author Affiliation
Author Name
Availability
Case Reference Number
Cross Reference
Date Docketed
Date to be Released
DDMS Item ID
Docket Number
Document Date
Document Sensitivity
Document Status
Document Type
Estimated Page Count
Exhibit
Exhibit Accepted Locator
Exhibit Identified Locator
Exhibit Rejected Locator
Exhibit Stricken Locator
Exhibit Withdrawn Locator
Issues
License Number
LSN Number
Official Exhibit Number
Official Record
Package Number
Panel (Judges) – (Hidden in EHD Only)
Party Identifier
Physical File Location
Proceeding Number
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RAS Number
TIFF Item ID – (Hidden in DDMS)
Title
Transcript
Transcript Page Range
URL –(Hidden in DDMS)
Witnesses


